THQ 8 week Specialised Programme

Welcome to phase 1 of Back Attack
Phase 1 objective:
To build maximal strength and create dense, sculpted muscles
throughout the upper, mid and lower back. This phase also helps
improve postural dysfunction.
Length of phase:
4 weeks
What to expect:

Heavy intense sets using close to maximal load. Longer rest periods
to ensure full recovery between sets.
Frequency:
1 full back attack session per week to go alongside 3 amended THQ
sessions.

Sets and reps:
3-4 sets, 6-10 reps, drop sets, AMRAP (as many reps as possible)
Rest between sets:
60-90 seconds
Exercise alterations: Its recommended to follow the written
programme however exercises can be substituted in consultation
with the trainer.

Phase 1 workout
1. Seated narrow row

4 sets 6-10 reps

2. Bench wide dumbbell row

4 sets 6-10 reps

3. Kneeling lat pulldown

3 sets 6-10 reps,
1 AMRAP into drop set x2

4. Rack pull

4 sets 6-10 reps

5. Dumbbell pullover

4 sets 6-10 reps

6. Landmine v-bar row

3 sets 6-10 reps,
1 AMRAP into drop set x2

Total sets = 24
Try to begin the workout on a different exercise each week.
Focus on progressive overload. Once you complete all sets at
the top end of the rep range increase the weight.
Respect rest times. You should be fully recovered before
starting each set.
Maintain perfect form and execution throughout. Once form
breaks down end the set.

Welcome to phase 2 of back attack
Phase 2 objective:
To gain muscle size and shape through metabolic stress using higher
rep, muscle pump style training. A lot more volume on the muscle
group.
What to expect:
Fuller, rounder muscles. Big muscle pumps during sets. High volume
training. Shorter rest periods to maintain muscle pumps.
Frequency:
1 full back attack session per week to go alongside 3 THQ sessions.
Sets and reps:
3-4 sets
12-20 reps
Drop sets, Cluster sets, AMRAP (as many reps as possible)
Rest between sets:
45-60 seconds
Exercise alterations: Its recommended to follow the written
programme however exercises can be substituted in consultation
with the trainer.

Phase 2 workout
1. Pull ups:

4 sets AMRAP

2. Overhand barbell row:

4 sets 12-15 reps

3. Dumbbell shrugs:

3 sets 12 – 15reps,
1 AMRAP into drop set x2

4. Single arm landmine row:

4 sets 10-12 reps each arm

5. Seated wide row:

3 sets 15 – 20 reps,
1 AMRAP into drop set x2

6. V-bar pulldown (cluster set):
10 reps

4 sets 10 reps - 10 sec hold –

Total sets = 24
Try to begin the workout on a different exercise each week.
Focus on mind to muscle connection and feeling the target
muscle working.

Focus on getting blood pumped into the muscle so don’t rest
too long between sets.
Maintain perfect form and execution throughout. Once form
breaks down end the set.

You can get amazing results from these workouts weather you
want to lose body fat, maintain or bulk and build size.
Whatever your goal is, ask your trainer to advise on nutrition
and calories.
Food choices in general should be as clean as possible with
daily protein intake always at least 1 gram per pound of
bodyweight.
You will receive a workout log sheet on your first session to
record your workout each week to ensure progress.

If you need any help or have any questions throughout the
programme please don’t hesitate to ask your trainer
Feel free to use this programme in the future once the course is
completed.

The same type of programme can be performed in the strength
room with certain exercise alterations.
Remember, you will get out of this programme what you put
into it.
So go and smash your workouts each week and achieve an
amazing result!
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